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Visit LISC National 

Join us in making the Bay Area the first place in the country where every person has housing, financial security, and self-determination over their lives.


Affordable Housing
[image: Affordable Housing] A safe, affordable home is one of the basic requisites of life and we strive to make quality, affordable housing available to low-income and vulnerable residents. To make this a reality, we provide grants, loans and equity for affordable housing development.
    [...]

Economic Development
[image: Economic Development] Thriving neighborhoods lead to thriving residents. We bring together community residents, business owners, and stakeholders to strengthen neighborhoods and provide capital to attract new businesses, diversify local retail, and stimulate employment.
    [...]



2022 Annual Report

        LISC Bay Area shares our 2022 Impact Report, and hope it conveys our everyday spirit of collectivism, joy and care. We know that creating a Bay Area where every person and unique neighborhood thrives will require many pe
        [...]




Faith & Housing

        Faith and Housing provides faith-based organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area with the skills and knowledge to explore the feasibility of affordable housing development on their land and the resources to move projec
        [...]




7th Street Corridor

        LISC Bay Area is embarking on a multi-year effort that supports advancing a collective economic direction for Oakland’s 7th Street Corridor. Together, Black and BIPOC small businesses, along with legacy residents, will p
        [...]




Lending Products

        LISC Bay Area makes loans and grants to projects, people, and organizations for whom traditional banks are inaccessible. We possess the expertise in specialized underwriting for complex affordable housing projects and we
        [...]
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                  Success StoriesKaiser Permanente + LISC: Addressing Economic Factors That Impact Community Health
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                  Economic Development7TH Street Thrives Planning & Implementation Report
[image: None]7th Street Thrives, named for a set of shared priorities generated from 18 months of momentum building, engagement, and community-led investigation, is proud to share our findings and conclusions that inform the coming phase of this project’s implementation.
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